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Chapter 1 : Bringing adventure into play - BBC News
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

At one time a prolific contributor of arcade games, utilities, demos and deprotected professional releases to
both 8BS and EUG, Chris then released a magnum opus in the guise of the Lutius Project. This was the
"complete BBC Micro works from ", released on CD and featuring hundreds of amazing programs - all written
by Chris himself! I reviewed it at the time EUG 66 and enthused wildly about it. As someone who attended
the event and picked up one of the copies of this CD, it was clear that he was doing a roaring trade; by
lunchtime he had completely sold out! You will all no doubt remember that there were hundreds of books
produced for both machines, and a small number of these books have like many games been lost for decades.
Definitive Digital How well has the cover art been remastered? Click this image to see! To go straight to its
claim of presenting what must surely be the definitive digital versions of each of these books, you firstly get
each of them in five different formats. The most popular format is probably going to be the PDF format, which
presents a version of the book which looks to all purposes identical to the print copy that left the publishers
back in the Eighties, complete with all cover art, forewords, illustrations and screenshots. You could print this
out if minded to create a brand new copy of the book of your choice and have a version which would be
identical to the original in every way apart from the size of the paper you decided to print it on. Alternatively
you can scroll up and down the screen to view the chapters. Alas, the Html versions look to be, for the most
part, automatically generated versions of the same - with minimal styling. In some cases the html version of 40
Educational Games For The BBC Micro for one , this means a rather simple white screen with the content of
the book but with huge areas where clearly images are missing because the automatic process has not worked
correctly, and the CD has been burned without testing it. But in another way, clearly Chris provides the html
versions because a lot of users do prefer to just click a link and view the text in a web browser. There is not
even a Home Page button! On the left, an exact replica in PDF form on the book Graphito On the right, an
automatically-generated Html file of the text and graphics To lead on from this too, even on the page which
simply displays thumbnail images of the cover scans - which is only the second thing you see after booting the
CD! Where they should be was a space and a bit of investigation of the CD revealed that the link was looking
for a image with a JPG extension whilst the file was saved in GIF format. Whilst I had the necessary
knowledge to just change the extension in the link to the correct one, less computer-savvy users might not
know what to do. As you would imagine, almost all of them were reviewed in the Acorn press on their original
release. There is also one book on the CD which requires a particular piece of software Graphito and is
completely useless without it. Earlier I mentioned that some books are rarer than others, and also that each
book on this CD is, in document formats, immaculately presented. But there is also another benefit to buying
the CD - because the CD contains companion discs to each of them. Companion Discs, But Not As We Know
Them Particularly in relation to titles like How To Write Adventure Games and the compilations of games that
the CD includes, there is something almost magical about being able, instead of having to sit typing in reams
and reams of lines, just loading a disc image into BeebEm and waiting for the program to appear. To quote
from the CD, "accompanying programs are included as DFS image s with an automatic menu system". So far,
so good. However, "due to the traditional files-per-disc limit of the BBC, programs are usually concatenated
into a library file and the menu program will automatically extract the desired file. As this may take time, you
are advised to SAVE a copy elsewhere once it is extracted, particularly if you feel you are going to make
regular use of it. It then needs to output that - so your companion disc needs to be write-enabled! So that tiny
little 10K file which, if it were not stored in a compressed format, would open in half a second, now takes over
a minute to appear. However, as you might expect from reviews in the Acorn press of some of these books at
the time, the quality of the programs is often pretty dire. To wait so long for one can feel rather disappointing,
to say the least. If you ignore all of the bells and whistles - i. As a postscript to this review, here is a complete
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list of the books included on the CD and, occasionally, a few words on the books themselves. You will find
information on all of the Electron books over in our Books section. Not reviewed back in the day at all. Not
reviewed back in the day but quite a good book. Electron User called it an absolute godsend for "anyone
struggling to write arcade games in machine code". Not reviewed back in the day. Recommended by Electron
User, although the games included are relatively basic.
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Chapter 2 : Hard-wired Human Survival Instincts | HowStuffWorks
Didn't find what you're looking for? Try adding this search to your want list. Millions of books are added to our site
everyday and when we find one that matches your search, we'll send you an e-mail. Best of all, it's free. Did you know
that since , Biblio has used its profits to build

This geographical diversity is very much on display in Around the World in 80 Words. Initially Jones thought
about compiling an A to Z list of place-derived words, but he realised that there needed to be a link between
the words. View image of Credit: Corbis via Getty Images After grouping his growing list of words into
regions, he hit upon the idea of linking them via a route: The poultry has little to do with the country.
Essentially, the name reflects a 16th-Century trade in birds that seemed exotic to English diners. It just so
happens that large birds were imported onto dining tables from the Eastern Mediterranean, so we just
borrowed that word, even though the birds themselves came from the other side of the world. The Panama hat
is from Ecuador but started to be traded internationally in Panama, while the conga dance is from Latin
America but takes its name from the Congo. Doggone words In fact, Jones had to limit the number of dog
breeds to include in the book. As with the other entries in the book, names for dogs in English often reference
the places where the breeds were developed. Names of dog breeds, far from being frivolous, have been swept
up into geopolitical tensions. Getty Similarly, German boarhounds were renamed Great Danes possibly as a
reference to an earlier breed known as grand danois in French. The canine-themed nationalism went in both
directions. Badge of dishonour As well as the deliberately altered place-origin words, some everyday words
are altered forms of place names that English speakers found difficult to pronounce. Yet it has serious origins.
This piece of military slang term referred to a military camp in the town of Deolali, set up in British soldiers
would depart from Deolali for Britain during the winter and spring, the only seasons when the weather made
this feasible. The soldiers who arrived in Deolali outside of these months faced a long wait to return home.
The combination of boredom, squalor, and likely PTSD led to high rates of suicide and psychological stress.
As with the dog-breed words, Jones had to stop himself from overstuffing the book with war-related terms.
Stellenbosch is a town in South Africa, which was first a Dutch and then a British colony. It also used to be
used as a verb. He notes its relevance to business owners whose decision-making powers are stripped away by
company boards, or to football managers who are shunted aside but officially remain in power. Remarkably, it
dates back to far earlier than the splitting of the former Yugoslavia in the s, as it initially referred to
independence movements in the Balkan region in the early 20th Century. Alamy It may be unfair that certain
regions continue to be associated with a perception of trauma or trouble in the English language. But Jones
points out that this stigma can disappear over time. This association, like the word, is mostly gone. Found in
translation The bookalso reveals the outsize influence that certain languages and locations have had on
English. Some of this is related to proximity and royal history: Italian, ancient Greek, and Indian languages are
among the others that have significantly shaped English. This may be because Canadian English is a rather
ambivalent amalgam of other variants of English. For one thing, as is sometimes bemoaned by language
learners, English is incredibly fruitful. At the same time, regionalisms are unlikely to disappear. Jones lives in
Newcastle, for instance, which retains many specific terms even if Geordies are unlikely to ever call
something as common as coal in Newcastle. Getty Even though the internet has sped up the pace of language
development, Jones believes that the role of local dialects will remain strong.
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Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App. Then you
can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer - no Kindle device required.

Inputting data from the keyboard There are three commands you can use to input data from the keyboard: The
GET command waits for the user to press a single key. Note that you are advised not to use these three
commands in BASIC programs written under the window manager environment see the Window managed
programs section. The following program gives an example: The number you type is assigned to the variable
X. If you do not type anything, or type letters or symbols instead, X is assigned the value 0. INPUT may also
be used with string and integer variables: The INPUT statement allows text prompts to be included, so the
program above could be written more neatly as: If you leave out the comma, the question mark is not printed.
A semi-colon may be used, with exactly the same effect as the comma. When the program is being executed,
the INPUT statement requires you to press Return if you wish to send what you have typed to the computer.
Until you press Return, you can delete all or part of what you have typed by pressing Delete or Ctrl-U to erase
the whole line. When you are inputting a string, the computer ignores any leading spaces and anything after a
comma, unless you put the whole string inside quotation marks. This produces the following output: Hello
Hello, how are you? Several inputs may be requested at one time: In this case you are prompted with a
question mark until you enter the number required. Alternatively, you can give all the inputs on one line,
separated by commas. You do not have to press Return and so do not get the chance to change your mind. You
give it a time limit and it waits for that length of time only unless a key is pressed first. Including data as part
of a program Predefined data may be included within a program and saved as part of it. When the program is
run, individual items of data are read and assigned to variables as follows: Each DATA statement can be
followed by one or more items of data separated by commas. You can usually leave out the quotation marks
around strings, but they are needed if you want to include spaces or commas in the string. To obtain the
sentence Hello, my name is Marvin, change the program as follows: When it attempts to READ the first item
of data, it scans through the lines of the program from the start until it finds the first DATA statement and uses
the first item of data on this line. If there is insufficient data, the computer produces an error message, such as:
Out of data at line 20 This indicates that it has tried to READ an item of data, but that all items have already
been read. You might have a lot of different sections of DATA, and want to start reading from a certain point.
It is followed by a line number. For example, if you had the following lines: This is mainly useful in functions
and procedures, so is explained in the section dealing with them. A note about line numbers. Otherwise, if the
program is renumbered, it will stop working since BASIC does not know how to change the expression in the
right way. Normally, every time you press a key, it is placed in the keyboard buffer which is a temporary
block of memory used to store key presses until BASIC is ready to read them. Up to 31 key presses may be
typed ahead like this. Hence they take note of keys which were pressed before the input instructions were
executed. If, for instance, you want to ensure that you only read keys pressed after a prompt has been
displayed, you can empty or flush the buffer before using these instructions. Then you can be sure that the key
obtained is in response to the prompt and not just an accidental press of the keyboard a few moments before.
To do this, use the operating system command:
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Chapter 4 : calendrierdelascience.coml: BBC BASIC for Windows
Date: BBC Micro Instant Machine Code. Yes, it's true. Instant machine code from a good subset of BBC BASIC. Type
your BASIC program into your model B BBC Micro, trigger the compiler, and your program is changed almost
instantaneously into superfast machine code.

Text at text cursor VDU 4 causes text to be written at the text cursor position in the normal way. The text
within the viewport scrolls as necessary. Text at graphics cursor VDU 5 causes text to be written at the
graphics cursor position. In the graphics modes, characters may be positioned at any graphics coordinate
within the graphics viewport. The top left of the character cell is the reference point. Characters are clipped to
the limits of the graphics viewport if necessary. No scrolling takes place. In order to use the OSWORD call,
you need to define a 9 byte area of memory in which the character code is passed and the dot pattern is
returned. Normally, you simply have to select Paste from the Edit menu. To save the textual part of the
window, i. Note that this does not work reliably if the text was written using a proportional-spaced font. In
most cases the differences will be insignificant usually no more than one pixel but occasionally even such
small differences may matter. For example, MODEs 0, 1 and 2 are all pixels wide by pixels high, or graphics
units wide by graphics units high. Instead, the graphics statements are mapped to Windows functions in the
most straightforward way, consistent with a reasonable degree of compatibility. When these small differences
matter, the following sections describe in detail how BBC BASIC for Windows behaves, and therefore makes
it possible to write programs which have precisely the desired effect on the screen. General considerations
Because each physical pixel corresponds to two BASIC graphics units, when you need to determine precisely
which pixels are affected it is best to ensure that only even-numbered coordinates are used. This is particularly
important in the case of relative coordinates, where the use of odd-numbered values can result in truncation
effects which accumulate to cause quite large errors. Straight lines Straight lines are drawn between the
specified end-points, which are normally inclusive, i. However, in the case of horizontal and vertical lines the
pixels lit should be predictable. If you need to draw a thicker line you can use VDU 23, Outline shapes Outline
shapes, such as triangles, rectangles and parallelograms, consist of a series of straight-line segments between
the vertices. Each of these lines can be considered in isolation, and the same factors as described above for
straight lines apply. Note in particular that although the RECTANGLE statement specifies the width and
height of the rectangle, since the end-points of the lines forming the edges are inclusive, the actual dimensions
measured to the outer edges of the lit pixels will be one pixel greater than those specified. This function treats
the supplied vertices in a special way: For example, if plotting a rectangle with: PLOT ,, the point , the top-left
corner will be inside the rectangle but , the bottom-right corner will be outside the rectangle. Put another way,
the width and height of the rectangle will both be graphics units pixels with the bottom-left corner of the
rectangle at coordinates , not , This behaviour is independent of the order in which the vertices are specified,
therefore the position and size of the rectangle will be same for all the following methods: If it did not do so,
programs written for earlier versions of BBC BASIC would be likely to plot a series of separated pixels rather
than a solid shape. For example, in MODEs 2 and 5 it is 4 pixels wide by 2 pixels high 8 x 4 graphics units ; if
necessary you can change the size using the vdu. The specified coordinates correspond to the top-left corner of
this rectangle. When plotted as graphics VDU 5 mode the reference position is the top-left corner of the
character cell. You can usually choose your display settings either in the Control Panel or by right-clicking on
the desktop from a range of options. Paletted modes In the 16 and colour modes the physical display uses a
hardware palette, otherwise known as a colour look-up table. The actual colour displayed depends on the
contents of the table. It is therefore impossible to have more than 16 or different colours, respectively,
displayed at any one time. The advantage of these modes is that the amount of memory required to hold the
screen contents is reduced, and the speed of access is increased. This is best illustrated by example. The range
of colours which may be displayed at any one time is greatly increased, but the amount of memory used is
more than in the paletted modes, and the speed is reduced. Palette animation is not available. Combinations of
logical operations which restore a colour to its original value for example a double inversion will work, but
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otherwise the result may not be what you intended.
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Chapter 5 : Text adventure classic Colossal Caves converted to BASIC | calendrierdelascience.com archiv
BBC BASIC is a programming language, developed in as a native programming language for the MOS Technology
based Acorn BBC Micro home/personal computer. It is a version of the BASIC programming language adapted for a UK
computer literacy project of the BBC.

To do a full upgrade with all the external ports did, however, require soldering the connectors to the
motherboard. The original machines shipped with "OS 0. Variations in the Acorn OS exist as a result of
home-made projects and modified machines can still be bought on internet auction sites such as eBay , as of
This fault could be rectified partly by soldering a resistor across two pads. Early issue BBCs Issue 3 circuit
boards and before are notorious for out of specification timings. A particular problem was the replacement of
the Intel floppy disk controller [38] with the Western Digital â€” not only was the new controller mapped to
different addresses, [39] it was fundamentally incompatible and the emulators that existed were necessarily
imperfect for all but basic operation. A series of unsuccessful replacements were issued before one compatible
with both was finally released. It had essentially the same based BBC architecture, with many of the upgrades
that the original design had intentionally made possible extra ROM software, extra paged RAM, second
processors now included on the circuit board as internal plug-in modules. Software and expandability[ edit ]
Elite Acornsoft , The unusual game screen used two display modes at once, to show both detail and colour.
The BBC Micro platform amassed a large software base of both games and educational programs for its two
main uses as a home and educational computer. Programming languages and some applications were supplied
on ROM chips to be installed on the motherboard. These loaded instantly and left the RAM free for programs
or documents. Although appropriate content was little-supported by television broadcasters, telesoftware could
be downloaded via the optional Teletext Adapter and the third-party teletext adaptors that emerged. The five
total sockets were located partially obscured under the keyboard, with the leftmost socket hard-wired for the
OS. The paged ROM system was essentially modular. The MOS recognised a handful of built-in commands,
and polled the paged ROMs in descending order for service otherwise; if none of them claimed the command
then the OS returned a Bad command error. Acorn strongly discouraged programmers from directly accessing
the system variables and hardware, favouring official system calls. In this way the MOS could translate the
request for the local machine or send it across the Tube interface, as direct access was impossible from the
coprocessor. Published programs largely conformed to the API except for games, which routinely engaged
with the hardware for greater speed, and thus required a particular Acorn model. With the exception of a tank
game, Bolo , few became popular, in no small measure due to the limited number of machines aggregated in
one place. A relatively late but well documented example can be found in a dissertation based on a ringed RS
interconnect.
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Chapter 6 : 55 Bbc Micro Books - Acorn Electron World
This version supported the BBC Master Series computer, and provided better graphics (using a different screen mode),
different sound effects, additional missions, and lots more. It also loaded the entire game into memory, which in turn
eliminated the constant disc accessing that plagued the original Elite.

As early as , Acornsoft were creating unique games for the BBC. They managed to write some excellent
adventure games, clones of classic arcade games, as well as the all-time classic: This page is in dedication to
AcornSoft, and the many great games they produced. These images are provided so that you do not have to
convert your old tape and disk copies over to the BBC. When you first bought the BBC Microcomputer, this
was the piece of introductory software you got with it. This image is the Disk version. There are various
programs designed to demonstrate the power of the BBC Think , including a Biorythms program, a simple
bat-n-ball game, a kingdom simulator and pattern generator. It was all quite impressive at the time! They got
this conversion so bang on correct, that a certain arcade manufacturer threatened to sue Acorn. Because of
this, the game was later changed: Of course, none of this really altered the gameplay, and even today - just like
the original Pac-Man - it remains highly playable. The second Arcade Conversion by AcornSoft, was a
straight clone of Williams Defender - and once again, it was quite excellent. Following this hit, AcornSoft
started to get quite a reputation for their quality Arcade conversions. It was a reputation that got them into
more than one sticky situation with the video game manufacturers. The original Planetoid was named
Defender, but was changed for legal reasons. Another early game by AcornSoft. This one appears to be almost
a straight copy of an old Arcade game called Space Panic, and also similar in some respects to Lode Runner.
Personally, I loved this game. It was addictive, fast and became very difficult when you got onto the later
levels. Even at the start, you could have fun dropping the monsters from the top right to the bottom. You got
bonus points for that! Monsters does not auto-boot. To run, type in: For the time this was a brilliant piece of
work. The gameplay was just like the arcade game, and the visuals had been enhanced from the original Black
and White graphics. Meteors does not auto-boot. One thing in particular stood out on Arcadians: It was the
first BBC game I had seen at the time which had a demo mode where the computer played the game itself. All
the others had simply displayed the high scores and front screen - Arcadians actually played the game itself.
They really tried to make this game faithful to Galaxians. This was a new type of game for AcornSoft - a
sideways scroller. In reality, the game was jerky, flickery and a fiddle to play. But it did introduce a
continuous scrolling level which was put to good effect by future games such as the Repton trilogy,
Ravenskull and others. Released in , it was one of the first sideways scroller games to be published by a major
software company. Although I never completed, or progressed that far into the game, it was very popular, and
several people have requested its inclusion in the archive. Download Labyrinth Starship Command. This was a
game I missed when I first compiled the archive. I was playing it the other day, and it brought back memories
of when I first bought the game. Starship Command was neat because of the way you controlled your craft,
and the fact that you had an escape pod! If there had been any doubt about that claim prior to Elite, thanks to
Ian Bell and David Braben, there was none after. In when Elite was released, the BBC gaming scene was quite
prolific. There were many companies releasing games, but the majority were simply rehashes of previous
ideas, or arcade clones. Elite re-wrote the rules entirely. It has been ported to just about every other platform
out there however, it appeared first on the BBC. This version supported the BBC Master Series computer, and
provided better graphics using a different screen mode , different sound effects, additional missions, and lots
more. It also loaded the entire game into memory, which in turn eliminated the constant disc accessing that
plagued the original Elite. The download here is slightly different to the one above, even though they both
offer Master versions of Elite. Although the games often had simple, limited interactive abilities, they used
bizarre storylines and strong descriptions to overcome the limited "Verb Noun" input mechanism. Some of
these were written by Peter Killworth, who later took many of his games to Topologika Ltd when Acornsoft
stopped publishing adventure games. His most notable outing was Philosophers Quest, which included some
very unfair puzzles and tricks. I have still never completed this game. It has some very bizarre events and
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puzzles in it. For example, you have to use a Gas Mask to carry around a piece of very smelly Gorgonzola
cheese. This coupled with an Old lady wanting a cup of tea and you trying to find her missing dog, while
dodging traps, spikes, etc. I have however finished the Topologika version of Philosophers Quest which is a
much larger game - but fortunately has an on-line hints section! This was perhaps the weakest of all Acornsoft
adventure games. The lack of a Save and restore option basically killed it. Add to that only a mildly interesting
storyline, and not much in the way of descriptions. Another Peter Killworth Adventure. This one is actually
quite fun. You have crashed on the planet of Doomawangara - Doom for short. You must find the appropriate
spare parts for your space ship and get off planet Doom before it explodes. It also has some moderate to
difficult riddles in it which have to be solved. Gateway to Karos was released in - after the Peter Killworth
adventures. It had a very different feel and design compared to the previous Acornsoft adventures, and also
contained a much more advanced parsar. It could understand more than two words, as long as the core
sentence was still "verb noun". There were over locations in Gateway to Karos, but my opinion is that many
were highly reptetitious and contributed little to the overall dynamics of the game. Other note worthy games
from Acornsoft include: Kingdom of Hamil - Another adventure game, similar in vein to the Sphinx
Adventure. Tetrapods - A highly original game where you must try and kill the bad guys by manipulating ball
like devices which become creatures when you shoot them. Firebug - A fun, platform game where you must
put out fires and stop a boiler from overheating while a bad guy runs around creating more fires. Reminds a lot
of people of their day jobs!
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Bringing adventure into play. By Gillian Sharpe BBC Scotland News. "In countries like Germany and the Netherlands
and the Nordic states there's a basic recognition of, if you like, children's.

It sure seems like it. There are many examples of hard-wired human instincts that help keep us alive. Perhaps
the most obvious case is the fight-or-flight response, coined by Harvard University physiologist Walter
Cannon in When humans are faced with danger or stress, a biological trigger helps us decide whether to stay
and fight or get the heck out of there -- flight. It initiates a series of chemical releases and nerve cell responses
that gets us ready for the impending scenario. Adrenaline is released into the blood stream, our heart rate
increases, blood is pumped more quickly into our muscles and limbs. Our awareness, sight and impulses all
intensify and quicken. You can thank our caveman ancestors for this one. Early man faced a lot of dangers,
and the fight-or-flight response evolved to help them evade or battle those dangers in order to survive. Another
way we seem to be hard-wired to survive is in how we pick and choose our reproductive partners. Would you
believe it has more to do with your nose? Humans all have different genes that help determine how our
immune systems work. Some people are better at fending off certain sicknesses more than others. When we
pick reproductive partners, they would ideally have a set of genes that supports an immune system different
from our own. That way the offspring would get both sets of genes and be able to fight off a larger range of
sickness and disease. So that part is easy enough to understand. Their blood was tested and six genes were
identified to indicate what kind of immune system they had. Then each woman wore a T-shirt to bed on
consecutive nights. The findings revealed that the two scents the host preferred shared none of his immune
system genes. In this case, opposites attracted and the hypothetical baby they would produce would have the
most wide-reaching immune system gene set. The results indicate that humans have a hard-wired ability to
choose a partner that would produce a robust, healthy baby and help to ensure the survival of the human race.
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Chapter 8 : Phonetic Adventure | John Maidment's Blog
Space Maze. Another of the very first BBC Games published. Again, this was by Program Power, and was released in
Programmed in BASIC, the idea of the game was to navigate a three dimensional maze and find the Transmat teleporter
in order to get home.

The diner capital of the world? But what does the future hold for these calorific local institutions? Start the
gallery Scroll to view the gallery Credit: Myles Pritchard A sense of community Sitting in the Summit Diner,
a train carriage-inspired diner in the suburban town of Summit, Gabriele explained how New Jersey became
the world capital of the diner. Around these parts, they are considered almost like community centres. It was
about seeing this amazing collection of people: Myles Pritchard Why New Jersey? According to Gabriele,
there are lots of reasons why New Jersey became the focal point of the American diner industry. And New
Jersey saw a big influx of Greek immigrants, many of whom opened diners. The early diners were built,
usually in chrome, in the Streamline Moderne style, borrowing heavily from railroad carriages. They were
made in factories and transported by truck to sites across the US, or shipped further afield. At their peak in the
s, there were 6, New Jersey-built diners across the US though concentrated in the north-east , a number that is
closer to 2, today. Although the structures were simple enough to load onto trucks, they were often adorned
with fancy signs and shimmering neon to attract drivers passing by. It is widely said to be the oldest working
diner in the state. According to Jim Greberis, who has owned the diner since his uncle had owned it since , the
secrets of its longevity are service and community. Myles Pritchard I want to treat people like members of the
family, not customers. Myles Pritchard The future of fast food Over the years, the designs of the New
Jersey-built diners evolved, even if they kept the basic structure of booths around a service counter. In their
first golden age in the s, diners tended to be sleek, reflecting the Modernism of the early 20th Century. But,
after World War Two, when diners boomed in popularity again, the look was homelier, more suburban: On a
busy intersection in Jersey City, in what feels like Sopranos territory, you can see the White Mana Diner, a
circular, UFO-like building that was once the future of the diner â€” and fast food. The then-futuristic design
was centred around a large grill and circular counter, which meant that the server could cook a burger and
hand it to the customer in just three steps. If you look up as you drive out of the diner carpark, you can see that
a little stretch of Manhattan Avenue has been renamed Mario Costa Way. Myles Pritchard This place is like a
museum for the beginning of fast food. In , it became the first diner to win a James Beard Classics award. He
ended up buying the place in , aged 21, after dropping out of college. But Fodero, like all the New Jersey diner
manufacturers, is no more, having closed in Myles Pritchard But the soul lives on But while the industry has
gone, diner culture lives on, especially in New Jersey. As Greberis from the Summit Diner says: You just see
the culture of going to diners getting passed through the generations.
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Chapter 9 : Raspberry Pi Weekly Issue # - BASIC
The British Broadcasting Corporation Microcomputer System, or BBC Micro, is a series of microcomputers and
associated peripherals designed and built by the Acorn Computer company in the s for the BBC Computer Literacy
Project, operated by the British Broadcasting Corporation.

Prior to Acornsoft creating games like Defender, Snapper, Meteors, etc. These games were Munchyman,
Space Maze, and Chess. I have recently converted Munchyman and Space Maze, and you can see screenshots
and download them from this page. The copies I have were originally purchased in this manner in Obviously,
the games sold quite well, as Program Power made many more games, and began selling in stores nationwide.
They produced some very good arcade conversions including games like Croaker, Killer Gorilla, and Moon
Raider. Their impact on the BBC Games scene was significant, and together with Acornsoft and Superior
software, these three software houses were responsible for many of the best BBC games ever made. All of
these game images are still under copyright to Micropower, although Micropower as a business no longer
exists. These images are provided so that you do not have to convert your old tape and disk copies over to the
BBC. Munchyman This was one of the first games to be published on the BBC by Program Power, and was
one of the first three games I ever played. Unfortunately, it was not in the same league as the soon to be
released Acornsoft Snapper game. One of the major problems was that there was no auto-repeat on the keys. If
you wanted your man to move more than once, you had to repeatedly press the direction key you wanted to
travel in. It made for a frantic, and finger numbing experience. Despite that, it was still worth looking at
though, and I was pleased to be able to successfully convert the original tape after all these years. Again, this
was by Program Power, and was released in Programmed in BASIC, the idea of the game was to navigate a
three dimensional maze and find the Transmat teleporter in order to get home. Just what is exactly behind that
closed door? Put the emulator in BBC Master mode, and type: It played a reasonable game, the biggest
problem being that when you moved past level 2, you had to wait at least minutes for it to make each move.
The option to play blitz chess, or set up a position were nice additions to the basic game. A great conversion of
Donkey kong, with a wimpy looking guy taking the place of that famous Italian plumber. Nice playability, and
good sound - this game had everything that was neccessary to make it a hit, and it became an instant classic.
Cybertron Mission always seemed to be a cross between Robotron and Berzerk in my mind. You have to
rescue various items on each level, beginning with a key. Once you have the items, you must return them to a
safe to move on to the next level. The screens vary immensely, but are always presented in a logical manner.
Download Cybertron Mission Eldorado Gold. Micro Power made a couple of attempts at doing text adventure
games including Adventure and Labyrinths of La Cosche. Neither of them were particularly successful.
Eldorado Gold mixed simple text with mode 7 graphics. The result was suprisingly good, and this, although
small, is probably their best adventure game. Download Eldorado Gold Croaker. The man moves too fast,
some of the sprite action is very cheesy, and the pixel perfect timing required to complete the later levels was
frustrating. Even with that against it though, the tape version had some very cool loading music - the first for
the BBC during that time period I think. To run Ghouls, type in: I was always quite fond of Imogen, but never
to the point of wanting to spend the time required to complete it. Imogen was a big game - and I mean BIG!
The ability to morph into different characters - in this case, a monkey, a cat, or your natural wizard form - was
a novel idea. Many of the puzzles required you to switch characters if you were to stand a chance of solving
them. You can see screenshots, and download the game on their Imogen page Here. Definitely worth checking
out! Download Imogen Castle Quest. A fine graphical adventure with scrolling screens, many puzzles, and
acceptable graphics. I believe it was released circa , and for the time, it raised the stakes for BBC platformers.
Only Superior were to double the stakes again, when they released Citadel in Mines of Terror is available in
the Best of the Rest Section. Other note worthy games from Micro Power include: DangerUXB - A highly
original, and fun game where you must defuse a bomb within a time limit. Escape from Moonbase Alpha - An
interesting 3D puzzle type game, where you must get enough gold to bribe the Doctor into giving you a ride
back to Earth. Shaky graphics, dodgy looking sprites, and monsters which move way too fast let down this
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otherwise very original game. Bumble Bee - A novel twist on the Pacman theme, with you being able to
re-design the level as you block off your enemies. Banner ads on this site http:
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